AI – THE NEW BI & MORE
Jack Blount

HISTORY OF BUSINESS INTELLIGENCE
• Term first used by Richard Millar Devens’ in the ‘Cyclopædia of Commercial
and Business Anecdotes’ in 1865
• Devens used the term to describe how the banker, Sir Henry Furnese, gained
profit by receiving and acting upon information about his environment, prior to
his competitors

• IBM researcher, Hans Peter Luhn, used the term in 1958

• He employed the Webster's dictionary definition: "the ability to apprehend the
interrelationships of presented facts in such a way as to guide action towards a
desired goal”

• In 1989, Howard Dresner (later a Gartner analyst) proposed it as an umbrella
term to describe "concepts and methods to improve business decision
making by using fact-based support systems”

BUSINESS INTELLIGENCE TODAY
• While the use of BI has been fairly consistent for over 100 years, it is only
through AI, artificial intelligence, that BI can truly achieve its real value in the
ability to use data to not just provide analysis but prescriptive, actionable
information
• While BI has produced thousands of pretty graphics about businesses it has
all been descriptive data that explains the what but not the why or how
• It is only by applying AI that BI can produce the prescriptive output about a
business, science, or segment of life that is desired and actionable

BUSINESS INTELLIGENCE CHARTS

AI-DRIVEN BI EXAMPLE
• A company had been using BI to try to understand and grow its profits
• Traditional BI revealed that the more the company advertised, the more the
company sold, so marketing expenses increased dramatically
• This led to too much spending on advertising, which led to increased sales,
but significantly reduced profitability
• The company then hired an AI firm to analyze the same data and got very
specific prescriptive, actionable information
• AI revealed that 90% of the company’s sales occurred on days that it rained
or was forecast to rain

AI-DRIVEN BI EXAMPLE
• This BI was prescriptive rather than descriptive
• The AI program forecast that by only advertising on the radio on those days
that it rained or was forecast to rain would reduce radio advertising cost by
70% while still achieving growth in new sales
• Since radio advertising must be purchased 10 days in advance, the
company then used AI to forecast the weather 10 days in advance and
purchased ads only on those days that were forecast for rain
• This AI-driven BI led to not just increased sales, but a dramatic increase in
profits, by also reducing costs

AI IN MEDICINE
• Doctors had been unable to understand how to prevent blindness in
diabetic patients
• AI was fed all the data doctors had accumulated and AI identified with 98%
accuracy what surgery to perform on which patients to prevent diabetic
blindness
• This is an amazing example of using the same AI-driven BI in a specific
medical field to produce prescriptive, actionable information that could not
be found without AI
• Patients are now getting screened for the potential of developing diabetic
blindness and then to identify the surgery needed to prevent the blindness
• Prescriptive, actionable information!

AI QUOTES
• “Just like electricity transformed almost everything 100 years ago, today I
actually have a hard time thinking of an industry that I don’t think AI will
transform in the next several years.”
• Andrew Ng, Chief Scientist, Baidu

• “If you don’t have an AI strategy, you are going go die in the world that is
coming.”
• Devin Wenig, CEO eBay

• “This 18-month period…is when the AI community woke up and took itself
seriously and thought about what to do to make the future better.”
• Stuart Russell, Computer Science Professor at UC Berkeley

AI QUOTES
• “Society is being transformed on a spectacular scale. Machines that

sense, reason, and act can accelerate solutions to large-scale
problems and push science, finance, medicine, and education
further, faster. AI is at the heart of much of today’s technical
innovation.”
• Brian Krzanich, CEO, Intel

• “We are the ones that woke up the AI world…the key to IBM, a

century-old company, remaining an institution in this country is how
many times it has been able to reinvent itself and follow the latest
trends in tech. Today, those trends are the cloud and artificial
intelligence.”
• Ginni Rometty, CEO, IBM

WHY IS AI SO DIFFERENT?
• Probably 1000 reasons exist, but let’s focus on just one
• Traditional BI provides descriptive information with pretty charts and graphs,
but rarely leads to actionable information
• Traditional BI is descriptive rather than prescriptive
• AI looks at the same data but rather than categorizing, summarizing, and
displaying data, AI produces prescriptive, actionable information about how
to create a desired result
• AI produces prescriptive information, which is dramatically changing
business, science, medicine, and more

Note:
Does not include the $1B Intel invested
In past two years

Note: IBM filed more patents on AI than all these companies combined

WHY TIMING IS RIGHT FOR AI

DATA PLUS PROCESSING POWER
• AI has been delayed by lack of data and processing power
• Big Data focus of the past ten years has resolved the issue of enough data
• We are producing 300 million gigabytes of data per day and that has been doubling
every two years
• IOT is expected to produce more data per day in two years than all other sources of data
• 300M gigabytes per day in two years will be 1.2B gigabytes per day
• IOT will also produce another 1.2B gigabytes per day

• Processing power has been resolved with rapidly advancing CPUs and GPUs
• GPUs and other specialized processors working together in vastly multiprocessor
computers produces enough processing power for AI to succeed today

AI SYSTEMS MARKET POTENTIAL
• IDC reports that revenues from Cognitive/AI systems will exceed $47 Billion in 2020
• Gartner says that AI will create more new jobs than it eliminates in the next few years
• AI is the driving force behind self-driving automobiles
• AI is the driving force behind prescriptive new health care solutions
• AI is the driving force behind new voice and visual searchable web sites
• AI is the driving force behind user interface redesign, ex: Apple iPhone facial recognition
• AI is the driving force behind e-commerce
• AI is the driving force behind cybersecurity
• AI is the driving force behind Quantum computing by developing the operating systems and
applications quantum computers will use to operate
• AI is the driving force behind most technology advancements in all fields!

AI AND SINGULARITY
• The constant discussion is will AI achieve Singularity, and if so, when
• The world is divided between the scientists and technologists who believe that AI will achieve
singularity, and those who believe it won’t
• On the believe it will side are people like Steven Hawking and Elon Musk
• On the believe it won’t side are Mark Zuckerberg and Paul Allen
• Most technologists say it will happen in 30-40 years, including Google, Cisco, and others
• China is attempting to be the first to achieve singularity, and I think they will be successful by
2030, by combining AI and Quantum Computing
• Many experts say whoever wins in AI will win the world
• China believes this to be true and is spending billions of dollars to achieve singularity first

4TH INDUSTRIAL REVOLUTION
• 1st Industrial Revolution was steam and textiles in about 1765
• Produced dramatic change and linear growth

• 2nd Industrial Revolution was electricity in about 1870
• Produced dramatic change and linear growth

• 3rd Industrial Revolution was computing in about 1970
• Produced dramatic change and linear growth

• 4th Industrial Revolution was combination of digital, physical and biological in about 2015
• Is producing dramatic growth and exponential growth
• Unprecedented rate of change
• We will see more disruptive change in the next 10 years than we have seen in the past 40 years

• The combination of Quantum Computing and AI will be heard around the world

